FREYA (Fission Reaction Event Yield Algorithm) is a fission event generator which models complete fission events. As such, it automatically includes fluctuations as well as correlations between observables, resulting from conservation of energy and momentum. The purpose of this paper is to present the main differences between FREYA versions 1.0 and 2.0.2: additional fissionable isotopes, angular momentum conservation, Giant Dipole Resonance form factor for the statistical emission of photons, improved treatment of fission photon emission using RIPL database, and dependence on the incident neutron direction. FREYA 2.0
Introduction
The computational model FREYA generates complete fission events, i.e. it provides the full kinematic information on the two product nuclei as well as all the emitted neutrons and photons. In its development, an emphasis had been put on speed, so large event samples can be generated fast, and FREYA therefore relies on experimental data supplemented by physics-based modeling.
This purpose of this update is to describe the physics changes that have been implemented into FREYA 2.0.2 since the last major release FREYA 1.0, documented in Ref. [1] . A complete manual [2] for this latest version is distributed with the software package and can be downloaded from the Computer Physics Communications Program Library http://www.cpc.cs.qub.ac.uk/overview. html or from http://nuclear.llnl.gov/simulations.
The stand-alone fission event generator FREYA 2.0.2 has been integrated into the LLNL Fission Library 2.0.2 [3] , which in turn is an integral part of the transport codes MCNP6. This update is divided into three parts to describe the physics behind the algorithms in FREYA. The system pre-fission is described in Sec. 2. Next, the scission process itself that results in binary fission with two excited fission fragments is treated in Sec. 3. Finally, de-excitation by post-fission radiation of neutrons and photons is described in Sec. 4.
Pre-fission radiation
There are two possible ways for neutrons to be emitted before fission occurs for sufficiently high incident neutron energies: pre-equilibrium neutron emission (which plays a role at the highest energies) and pre-fission neutron evaporation, referred to as multichance fission. FREYA handles both these possibilities.
Because there were no significant changes between FREYA 1.0 and FREYA 2.0.2 as far as pre-fission radiation, the reader is referred to Ref. [1] for details on pre-fission radiation.
Fission
After pre-fission radiation, the mass and charge of the initial compound nucleus are partitioned among the two fission fragments and the available energy 
Figures 1-2 show how the fission fragment energies are selected. FREYA 1.0 was splitting the Q LH value between the total kinetic energy and the statistical excitation energies of the fragments. FREYA 2.0.2 now takes the rotational excitation into account as well. The Q LH value is divided between the total kinetic energy (TKE), the total rotational and statistical excitations of the fragments.
The average TKE is assumed to take the form
The first term is extracted from data on thermal neutrons while the second is adjusted to the measured average neutron multiplicity, ν. After the average total fragment kinetic energy, TKE, has been calculated, the energy available for rotational and statistical excitation of the two fragments is then
and the corresponding 'scission temperature' T sc is obtained from
The inclusion of angular momentum in FREYA was described in Ref. [7] . The overall rigid rotation of the dinuclear configuration prior to scission, caused by the absorption of the incoming neutron and the recoil(s) from any evaporated neutron(s), dictates certain mean angular momenta in the two fragments. In addition, due to the statistical excitation of the scission complex, the fragments also acquire fluctuations around those mean values. FREYA includes fluctuations in the wriggling and bending modes (consisting of rotations in the same or opposite sense around an axis perpendicular to the dinuclear axis) but ignores tilting and twisting (in which the fragments rotate around the dinuclear axis).
These dinuclear rotational modes are assumed to become statistically excited during scission and they are therefore described by Boltzmann distributions,
where s ± = (s x ± , s y ± , 0) is the spin of the normal modes with plus referring to the wriggling modes (having parallel rotations) and minus referring to the bending modes (having opposite rotations). The corresponding moments of inertia are denoted I ± [7, 8] . The degree of fluctuation is governed by the 'spin temperature'
(see Eq. (6)) which can be adjusted by means of the parameter c S . The fluctuations vanish for c S = 0 so the fragments emerge with the angular momenta dictated by the overall rigid rotation of the scission configuration (which is usually very small for induced fission and entirely absent for spontaneous fission).
The default value, c S = 1, leads to S L ∼ 6.2h and S H ∼ 7.6h for 252 Cf(sf) and yields a reasonable agreement with the average energy of photons emitted in fission (see Ref. [7] for details).
After accounting for the total rotational energy of the two fragments, E rot ,
we are left with a total of
for statistical fragment excitation. It is partitioned between the two fragments as described in Ref. [1] .
After the mean fragment excitation energies have been assigned as described 
where the factor c multiplying the variance was introduced to explore the effect of the truncation of the normal distribution at the maximum available excitation. It can be adjusted for each fissile nucleus. Its value affects the neutron multiplicity distribution P (ν) [9] ; previous work used the default value, c = 1.0.
Energy conservation is accounted for by making a compensating opposite fluctuation in the total kinetic energy [10] ,
Post-fission radiation
As in FREYA 1.0, neutron evaporation occurs until the nuclear excitation energy of the fission fragments is below the threshold S n + Q min , where S n is the neutron separation energy and Q min = 0.01 MeV. Neutron evaporation continues as long as energetically possible. After neutron evaporation has ceased, the excited product nucleus will undergo sequential photon emission to rid itself of the remaining excitation energy. This energy is both statistical and rotational, see Fig. 1 .
Photon emission is treated in several stages. Whereas FREYA 1.0 only emitted statistical photons, FREYA 2.0.2 now uses the RIPL-3 data library [11] for the discrete decays towards the end of the decay chain.
The first stage -common to FREYA 1.0 and FREYA 2.0.2 -is statistical radiation. These photons are emitted isotropically in the frame of the emitter nucleus with an energy that has been sampled from a black-body spectrum modulated by a giant-dipole resonance (GDR) form factor,
where T , the nuclear temperature prior to emission, is equal to the maximum possible temperature after emission. The position of the resonance is taken as [12] , while its width is Γ GDR = 5 MeV.
Each emission reduces the magnitude of the angular momentum by dS = 1h.
In the statistical radiation of photons, the GDR form factor
is new to FREYA 2.0.2.
In FREYA 1.0, the cascade was continued until the statistical excitation energy available for photon emission was exhausted and the photon energy was below a specified, detector-dependent threshold, g min , which is typically fixed at g min = 100 keV. FREYA 2.0.2 instead splits the total excitation energy into statistical excitation and rotational energy. After the statistical excitation available for photon emission (when the statistical excitation energy is below the neutron separation energy) is exhausted, the rotational energy must still be disposed of. FREYA 2.0.2 uses the discrete levels in the RIPL-3 library [11] for photon transitions between levels when the photon cascade leads to an energy below any of the tabulated RIPL-3 levels. The RIPL-3 library tabulates discrete electromagnetic transitions for nuclei throughout the nuclear chart. While complete information is available for only relatively few of them, by invoking certain assumptions , it is possible to construct, for each product species, a table of the possible decays to the lowest discrete levels including the level energies l , half lives t l , and branching ratios. The discrete cascade continues either until the excitation energy is below g min , or the half-life t l , exceeds a specified value t max , adjusted to reflect the detector response time . If the photon decay for a particular fragment is not in the RIPL-3 tables, the fragment must still dispose of its rotational energy. In this case, photons are emitted along the yrast line as long as S > 2, after which the remaining energy is carried away by a single photon, as described in Ref. [8] .
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